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All the loot we’re totally obsessing over right now!

SHADE MASTER
Why pucker up to Kari Gran’s Golden 

Girls Lip Whip Duo? Not only does 
the limited-edition, brush-equipped 

set ($60) add a hint of sassy color and 
gold shimmer, but its balms also work 
to protect and condition pouts. Wear 

them separately or combine to create a 
customized look. karigran.com

FROCK & AWE
So many styling options! 
The Bianca Shirt Dress 
by Classic Six converts 
into a mini, midi or maxi, 
thanks to two tiers of 
detachable ruffles in a 
moss green cheetah 
jacquard print. Simply 
button the extra pieces 
on or off, depending on 
the season or outing 
vibe. What’s more, the 
puff-sleeved design 
includes a belt that  
can be tied around the  
waist, neck, hair or even 
a handbag. Cost: $395. 
classicsixny.com 

SIGHT FOR SORE EYES
Too much screen time can take a 
toll on the peepers. Luckily, Biotrue 
Hydration Boost offers fast relief 
from the dryness and irritation that 
come with digital strain. Preservative-
free, these comfortable drops 
provide instant moisture, courtesy of 
naturally-inspired ingredients such as 
hyaluronan. Prices vary. biotrue.com

LOCKS TO LOVE 
One tool to dry, straighten, curl, wave, 

de-frizz and volumize strands? Yes, 
please! The InStyler Max Prime Wet to 
Dry 1.25” Rotating Iron does it all with 

two-way revolving technology, ionic 
bristles and four heat settings. Suitable 
to use on every hair type, the versatile 

device delivers salon-esque results 
at-home for $99.99. amazon.com

MIAMI IS 
CALLING...
Talk about a haute home 
away from home! At the heart 
of Mayfair House Hotel & 
Garden is a lush, fountain-filled 
courtyard, while each of the 
Coconut Grove property’s  
179 guest rooms features 
its own terrace plus plush 
details like carved wooden 
headboards and deep, 
standalone tubs. Following an 
extensive, two-year renovation, 
there are now a pair of new 
food and beverage concepts, 
Mayfair Grill and Sipsip, to 
enjoy, as well.  
mayfairhousemiami.com

luxe locale
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SWAGceleb-worthy

No 
ordinary 
getaway!
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HAPPY FEET, INDEED!
Unwind after a stressful day in Curly 
Warmies Slippers. Boasting non-slip 
memory foam soles, the soft and cozy 
faux fur loungers are gently scented with 
French lavender and fully microwavable 
to maximize soothing and relaxation. A 
pair — available in three hues: purple, 
sage green or gray — retails at $29.99. 
warmies.com 


